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Abstract: Computational models corresponding to supply security in natural gas networks
aim to describe flows and consumption values in the case of component failures or un-
forseen pipeline shutdowns. The role of natural gas reservoirs in this process has only been
marginally analyzed in such models, and typically only on the level of countries, not on the
level of international networks. In this paper, a computational framework is proposed to
determine the resulting flows of a natural gas network following a line failure, considering
the potential re-routing of available sources and reservoir activations as well. The proposed
dispatch-type model is capable of explicitly considering real, and publicly available flow and
reservoir data to determine the resulting flows in the case of component outages, considering
the re-routing process as well.
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1 Introduction
Investments and developments related to natural gas infrastructure are considered
as top priority projects of significant cost for every country. The two main aspects
taken into account during the planning of natural gas network or reservoir develop-
ments are (I) the expected economic benefits of the project, and (II) the potential
effects regarding the security of supply.

The expected economic effects [1], the short and long term returns of gas infras-
tructure developments can be estimated only in the context of the complex, regional
financial and geopolitical environment (in other words, the international market for
natural gas). At first glance it may be interesting, but economic benefits of a new
pipeline are not necessarily related to the realized physical transport on the new
transport route. The Velke Zlievce interconnector between Hungary and Slovakia
for example [2] allows Hungary to access western-European trading plattforms
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(HUBs). This potential access to alternative sources improved the bargaining posi-
tions of Hungary and resulted in the lower prices of Russian gas export to Hungary.
The physical usage of the new interconnector is practically negligible ever since,
but its economic effects are significant. Several non-cooperative [3, 4] and cooper-
ative strategic models [5, 6] aim to describe the economic aspects of infrastructure
developments related to natural gas networks.

In contrast to economic analysis, which (typically) assumes normal operation of
the infrastructure, the perspective of supply security focuses on scenarios, when
the operation of the infrastructure and the network flows are negatively affected by
external factors [7]. The underlying causes may be of technical nature (as failures
of pipeline elements or compressor stations), but they may be related to political
disputes as well, as in the case of the 2006 and 2009 Ukrainian-Russian gas crises
[8, 9].

Yergin [10] summarized the principles required to ensure a secure energy network:
diversification of supply, reserve supply, integrity of network and importance of
information.

The importance of the diversification of supply is evident. In the case of supply dis-
ruption, the negative effects on the network are reduced if there are multiple sources
or/and if there are alternative routes to the available sources. Recent reports indicate
that diversification efforts of the EU in the past decades seem insufficient, and, in
addition to the already experienced price surges, the implications of the Russian-
Ukrainian war will potentially affect the supply security of Europe negatively also
on the level of available gas reserves [11].

The next principle states the relevance if reserve supply which helps to create a
flexible system. In the network different elements can serve as reserve including
spare production capacity, gas storages close to the consumption or along the supply
chain. The third principle emphasizes the integrity of the network. Networks that
consist of separate territorial units must act as a single logistical unit in order to
secure the supply e.g. by coordinated re-routing of the available supply. By ensuring
the supply security together, the participants will be in a better position than if they
do not take the others into account. The last principle states that the information
flow between the network elements must be efficient so that the network can act
together against the disruption. The aim of international energy organisations is to
provide transparency and information for the participating nations.

In contrast to economic analyses, some aspects of supply security may be studied
on the level of physical flows, not considering the prices of the resources and infras-
tructure – such approaches are known as dispatch type models. In the case of supply
security events, when the consumption of certain network nodes is reduced due to
disruptions in the transportation, we will distinguish two important elements in the
restoration process. The first is the potential re-routing of gas available from sources
already used during the normal operation of the network, and the other is the acti-
vation of additional sources as gas reservoirs or previously unused LNG terminals
in order to mitigate the damage.

Although the literature related to supply security of natural gas is quite extensive
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– for publications relevant for the European region one may refer to [12–14] –
, studies using computational modelling tools and numerical simulations are less
widespread [15, 16]. Moreover, even among quantitative models related to supply
security, there are only a few studies analyzing the role of gas reservoirs [17], and
these papers typically study the problem on the level of countries [18], not on the
level of the continental network. The importance of a gas reservoir in a supply-
disruption event depends on multiple factors. First, in addition to the total capacity
of the reservoir, the maximal outlet rate limits the quantity of gas which may be
withdrawn from a reservoir during a given time period (e.g. in a week or month).
Second, the gas withdrawn from the reservoir must be transported to the nodes,
where the consumption needs to be restored, thus free pipeline capacity must be ac-
cessible for the transport. As the available capacity depends on pipeline capacities
and baseline flows as well, the availability (and thus the importance) of a given gas
reservoir depends on the actual operational state of the network as well.

Our aim in this paper is to develop quantitative methods in order to model the re-
routing and reservoir-activation scenarios taking place during the restoration pro-
cess.

As the current paper focuses on the physical flows in supply security scenarios,
no prices and costs are considered in this study: Neither the price of the produc-
tion/transport of natural gas, nor the price of disruption of consumption is taken
into account. Only physical flows and their limiting factors (pipeline, source and
reservoir capacities) are considered.

2 Methodology
In this section we describe the concept of the proposed network-flow oriented frame-
work. We consider the effects of transport disruption, and restoration processes on
the time scale of one month. This time interval may be regarded as relevant for
computational supply-security studies, since after one month, technical problems
causing disruptions in the network operations are usually relieved. In addition, this
time detail also fits the data available on network flows, which are important in-
puts of the model in applications. The proposed computational principles may be
however easily extended to longer or restrained to shorter periods.

2.1 Basic Concepts of the Model
The natural gas pipeline network is represented in the model as a directed acyclic
graph with n nodes and m edges. If we assume that no flow direction may be altered
and no counter directed flows are allowed to take place, the acyclic property of the
network graph may be regarded as plausible, considering the current modelling aim
and context.

The nodes of the network are characterized by the following quantities:

• Maximal monthly inlet value in million cubic meters (mcm): This value rep-
resents non-reservoir type sources of natural gas, as production sites (wells),
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LNG terminals etc., assuming normal opration. This value is denoted by Ī j
for node j.

• Monthly potential reservoir inlet value (in mcm): This value represents reser-
voirs, from which natural gas may be withdrawn. This value (denoted by
R̄ j) is equal to the volume of natural gas, which may be withdrawn from the
reservoir in node j.

• Nominal monthly consumption value (in mcm): This value represents the
monthly gas consumption of the node under normal circumstances (no supply
disruption). We assume that this variable also means an upper bound for
consumption. This value is denoted by C̄ j for node j.

Each edge i of the network is characterized by a capacity value denoted by f̄i.

2.1.1 Example Network

As an example (motivated by the simple network described in [15]), let us consider
a 6-node (n = 6) network, depicted in Fig 1.

Figure 1
Simple example network with 6 nodes. I corresponds to inlets: the numbers in parentheses correspond

to the maximal monthly inlet value of the respective node (Ī j). R corresponds to reservoirs: the numbers
in parentheses correspond to the monthly potential reservoir inlet value of the respective node (R̄ j). C

corresponds to consumption: the numbers in parentheses correspond to the nominal monthly
consumption value of the respective node. Numbers in parentheses on edges correspond to maximal

capacity ( f̄ ). Only nonzero values are included in the figure.

We denote the nodes of the network by A, B, C, D, E and F respectively. We also
summarize the nodal parameters of the network in Table 1.

The network has 10 edges (m = 10), the parameters of which (capacity values) are
summarized in Table 2.

2.1.2 Operation Modes of the Network

In the context of our modelling computations, we consider four different operation
modes of a given network:

• Normal operation mode (NOM) describes the base case flows, inlets and con-
sumptions in the network. We will assume that these values are defined prior.
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Table 1
Node parameters of the example network.

index node notation Ī j R̄ j C̄ j
1 A 200 0 20
2 B 0 0 10
3 C 10 30 40
4 D 0 0 50
5 E 0 0 30
6 F 0 0 60

Table 2
Edge parameters of the example network .

index from node to node f̄
1 A B 90
2 A C 120
3 B C 15
4 B D 15
5 B E 40
6 C D 85
7 C F 25
8 D E 20
9 D F 40
10 E F 15

Let us note that there are publicly available databases, which may serve as
reference, when one aims to apply the proposed model for a realistic net-
work scenario. Regarding eg. the European natural gas network, one may
refer on the one hand to the International Energy Agency [19] for produc-
tion/consumption values and on the other hand to the AGSI+ Aggregated Gas
Storage Inventory [20], regarding reservoir capacities and actual availabil-
ity values. In addition, the data of the natural gas and liquefied natural gas
flows in the European gas network is summarized in a table provided Gas
Trade Flows data service [21], which collects data of the gas flows of the 31
participating countries. The aim of the GTF data service is to improve the
transparency in natural gas networks. The provided data includes the exit and
entry points of the pipeline, the trading countries, the maximal flow capacity
and the monthly flow amount back to October 2008. The AGSI data set in-
cludes the European gas storages and the data is available on a daily basis.
The daily data contains the amount of currently stored gas, the trend of the
stored gas, the amount of injected and withdrawn gas and the maximal capac-
ity of injection and withdrawal. The storage data can be viewed aggregated
by country and the historical data is also available on the aggregated data. In
other words, the proposed model is constructed in a data-driven approach, and
it is able to directly interpret data corresponding to any period of interest.

• Disrupted operation mode (DOM) of the network will describe, how a dis-
ruption of a line or a node will affect the inlets, consumption values and flows
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of the network.

• Re-routed operation mode (RROM) of the network aims to describe the first
reaction to the disruption: Gas available from various inlets is re-routed on
available paths to replace the gas volumes in nodes where the disruption
caused decrease in the consumption.

• Reserve-activated operation mode (RAOM) describes the activation of reser-
voir sources, after the re-routing has taken place: Gas stored in reservoirs is
unloaded and routed on the available line capacities to further mitigate the
effects of the disruption.

State variables of the model: The state of the network in any given mode of
operation is described with the following variables.

• Node-related variables: For each node j the actual inlet value (I j ≤ Ī j), actual
reservoir inlet value (R j ≤ R̄ j) and the actual consumption value (C j ≤ C̄ j)
are considered as state-variables. We only consider supply-security usage
of reservoirs, thus we assume that reservoir inlets may be nonzero only in
RAOM.

• Edge-related variables: Gas flows are represented by a flow vector f ∈Rm.
We assume that every flow is nonnegative, which means that the direction of
flows must coincide with the direction of the edge. We assume that the unit
of vector f is million cubic meters (mcm). Furthermore f ≤ f̄ .

For every operation mode, we require that inflow and outflow must be in balance for
each node. After a motivational example, which demonstrates these network states
and highlights the possible measures applicable for the significance of reservoirs
in this model context, we will describe in detail how the DOM and the following
RROM and RAOM may be calculated consecutively, based on the network param-
eters and on the prior given state variables corresponding to the NOM.

The aim of the current article is to propose an algorithm, according to which the state
variables in the DOM, RROM and RAOM modes may be calculated, considering the
network parameters, the (prior given) state variables of the NOM and the parameters
of the considered line failure.

2.2 A Demonstrative Example of the Disruption-restoration Pro-
cess

In this subsection we demonstrate how the 4 network states are realized, using the
simple network depicted in Fig 1. Figure 2 depicts the 4 states of the network.

Fig. 2 (a) depicts the NOM of the network. As already mentioned, in the context
of the paper we assume that the state variables corresponding to this state (nominal
inlet, consumption and flow values) are given prior. We can see that in NOM, all
consumption needs are fulfilled in the network, and nodal balances hold for each
node.
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Figure 2
4 states of the example network. For each inlet (I), reservoir inlet (R) and consumption value (C), the

actually realized values are indicated without parentheses, while the numbers in parentheses correspond
to the maximal/ideal values (as before). The notation is the same for line flows: numbers without
parentheses denote the realized values while numbers in parentheses are the maximal values (i.e.

capacities).
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Fig. 2 (b) depicts the DOM of the network. In this case, we assume the disruption
of line 1 (between node A and node B). The inlet of A is reduced according to the
amount originally transported on line 1 (60 units). Since no gas arrives in node B,
it is straightforward that its outflows and consumption are zeroed out. In the case of
nodes, which are also affected by the disruption, but still have incoming gas flows
(like C, for which the input is decreased by 10 units), following [15], we assume
that

• Each node prioritizes its own consumption: From the inflows the nodal con-
sumption is covered first, and the rest is forwarded.

• The ratio of the forwarded gas volumes should be equal to the respective ratios
in NOM.

Regarding node C, these assumptions imply that in the DOM, node C first covers
its own consumption needs (40 units), and forwards the remaining gas to nodes D
and F, according to the constraint regarding the proportions: 80/20 = 72/18. The
same applies for node D: First, the own consumption is covered and the remaining
gas volumes are forwarded to nodes E and F according to the original proportions
(10/30 = 5.5/16.5).

Fig. 2 (c) depicts the RROM of the network. In this state, available (non-reservoir
type) inlets are activated and the corresponding volumes are routed on free line ca-
pacities to compensate for the outages in the nodes affected by the disruption (in this
case E and F). Let us note that during the model calculations we will assume that
flows in the DOM must be unaffected by the re-routing – in other words, only avail-
able inlet volumes may be rerouted on available capacities (which are determined
by the flows remaining in the DOM).

In this particular case however, only node A has available inlets, but the outgoing
capacities of A are fully exploited, so this potential additional volume is not able to
reach the nodes affected by the disruption (B, E and F). In other words, in the case
of this example, no practical re-routing takes place,

Fig. 2 (d) depicts the RAOM of the network. In this case, the reservoir in node C is
activated, and additional 20 units of gas is routed to E and F to compensate for the
outage. The outward capacities of node C limit the activation of the reservoir (more
gas can not be routed to E and F). We assume that the restoration volumes from
the reservoirs are routed to achieve the most egalitarian compensation possible. In
this case, perfect balance is possible (in the terms of node E and F, since B is not
reachable from C): node E and node F both receive 10 units of gas from the reservoir
in node C.

The total consumption outage implied by the considered disruption (after re-routing
– which in his particular case implied no explicit flown modifications ) was 60 units
(10 units in B, 24.5 units in E and 25.5 units in F), from which the activation of the
reservoir in node C was able to compensate 20 units. In this case, the reservoir of C
compensated for 33.3 % of the consumption reduction.
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2.2.1 Effect of Network Expansion

In this subsection we use the previously introduced simple example to show how
network expansion can modify the modelled process, and the resulting measures.
Let us assume that the nodal parameters of the network remain unchanged, but the
capacity of the edges 2 (from A to C) and 6 (from C to D) are increased from 120
to 150 and 85 to 100 respectively. The updated edge parameters are summarized in
Table 3, and the modified network is depicted in Fig 3.

Table 3
Edge parameters of the example network with extended capacities. Modified values are emphasized

with bold typeface.

index from node to node f̄
1 A B 90
2 A C 150
3 B C 15
4 B D 15
5 B E 40
6 C D 100
7 C F 25
8 D E 20
9 D F 40
10 E F 15

Figure 3
The simple example network with extended capacities. Modified values are emphasized with bold

typeface.

We assume furthermore, that the NOM of the network is the same as before (de-
picted in Fig. 2 (a)). We consider again the same disruption, regarding line 1 (from
A to B). The process, and the resulting 4 network states are depicted in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4 (a) and (b) we can see that the base-case flows and the effect of the
disruption are the same as before in Fig 2.

In Fig. 4 (c) however, in contrast to the original case depicted in Fig 2, we can see
that re-routing has real significance in his case: In the RROM, an additional 30 units
of gas from node A is re-routed to nodes E and F, using the available capacities of the
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Figure 4
4 states of the extended example network. The parameters, which have been increased due to the

extension are denoted with bold typeface. For each inlet (I), reservoir inlet (R) and consumption value
(C), the actually realized values are indicated without parentheses, while the numbers in parentheses
correspond to the maximal/ideal values (as before). The notation is the same for line flows: numbers
without parentheses denote the realized values while numbers in parentheses are the maximal values

(i.e. capacities).
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network, which are present due to the capacity extensions. Although in subsection
2.3 we will see the detailed computational formulation of the re-routing process, the
principles of the re-routing calculations are as follows.

We consider the nodes, where the DOM resulted in consumption outage, and which
are reachable from the nodes with available additional inlet. We consider the out-
age values, which we aim to compensate, and look for a re-routing of available
gas, which results in maximal overall compensation value (the sum of the remain-
ing outages over the network must be minimal). As this solution, however, may
not be unique, in the second step, from the possible outage-minimizing solutions
regarding accessible outage nodes, we choose the one, which is the closest to ’equal
compensation’ in the absolute sense. As in general, this consideration does also not
necessary imply a unique solution, in the third step we determine the setup which
uses the shortest available routes.

In this particular case, 30 units are re-routed from node A. Node B is not accessible,
thus we are interested only in nodes E and F. Node E has an outage of 24.5 units,
while node F has an outage of 25.5 units. The equal compensation in the absolute
sense would be if 15 - 15 units of the 30 units would be transferred to E and F. In
this case, this is however not possible, so we choose the most close feasible solution:
We transfer 14.5 to E via D and 15.5 to F directly.

Fig. 4 (d) depicts the activation of reserves. In this case, the free capacities allow 5
units of gas to be transferred from the reservoir of node C to node F.

In this case, we can say that the total consumption outage implied by the considered
disruption (after re-routing – which in his particular case implied no explicit flown
modifications ) was 30 units (10 units each in B, E and F), from which the activation
of the reservoir in node C was able to compensate 5 units. The reservoir of C
compensated for 16.667 % of the consumption reduction in this case.

As we can see, the modification of the network affected (more precisely reduced) the
significance of the reservoir in the context of its consumption-reduction potential.
In the following we describe the details of the calculations corresponding to the
determination of the network states corresponding to the various operation modes.

2.3 Details of the Computational Formulation
As we mentioned before, we assume that the NOM of the network is given prior. In
the following we describe how the network states in further operation modes (DOM,
RROM and RAOM) are derived from this initial state.

2.3.1 DOM Calculations

In the framework of the proposed model we consider line failures. Any line of the
network may fail, and, according to our consumptions, this means that the maximal
transport capacity of the line in question is reduced. Basically, we assume that the
capacity of the line is reduced to 0, but partial failures may be also considered – the
proposed computational methods may be applied in this case as well. This reduction
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in the transfer capacity typically also induces the reduction of line flows, as in the
case of Fig. 2 (b), where the flow of the line A-B has been reduced to 0.

This initial reduction of a given flow induces imbalances in some of the network
nodes (i.e. the start node and end node of the edge in question). In order to de-
termine the modified state variables (inlets, consumptions and line flows) of the
network which resolve this imbalance and constitute the DOM state, we perform
the following steps for each imbalanced node.

• If the node has surplus (the sum of inlets and inflows exceeds the sum of con-
sumption and outflows), inlet and inflow values are decreased in a way which
conserves the proportions of inlet and inflow values as much as possible.

• If the node has deficiency (sum of consumption and outflows exceeds the
sum of inlets and inflows), consumption and outflow values are decreased. In
this case however we assume that each node with deficiency gives priority to
own consumption: Such nodes aim to cover own consumption first and the
outflows are updated according to the remaining gas quantity.

After performing these steps, two possibilities may arise.

• There are no more imbalanced nodes in the network. In this case the calcula-
tions are finished, and the resulting states constitute the DOM.

• One or more imbalanced nodes are still present in the network. In this case,
the calculations are repeated.

The above iterative process is demonstrated on a less trivial example in detail (step-
by-step) in Fig. 5, where nodes with imbalance are highlighted. In this figure we
can see that in the first step (b) the initial line failure affects the starting node and
the end node of the failed line (namely E and G). In the next step (c), the balance of
these nodes is restored according to the principles described above, but this implies
further imbalance in nodes C and D. As the process progresses, in the end (f), all
nodes are in balance again, and the network sates corresponding to the DOM are
determined. The acyclicity of the graph guarantees that the process will stop after a
finite number of iterations.

2.3.2 RROM and RAOM Calculations

The calculation of the states corresponding to RROM and RAOM is performed sim-
ilarly, the only difference is that while in the case of RROM the unused capacity of
(normal) inlets are considered as sources, in the case of RAOM the reservoir capaci-
ties are considered as sources. In the following we describe the RROM calculations
– the RAOM can be calculated accordingly, mutatis mutandis.

If we compare the actual consumption values of the DOM with nominal consump-
tion values we can determine the set of nodes (nodes with consumption outage),
which are affected by the disruption (in Fig. 2 these are nodes C E and F). Follow-
ing this we determine that subset of these outage nodes, which are reachable from
any of the source nodes: An outage node (B) is reachable from the source node (A),
if a directed path from A to B exists, along which all the lines have nonzero free
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Figure 5
Iterative calculation of the DOM state in an example network. Imbalanced nodes are denoted with

orange.
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capacity (capacity over the actual flow). We denote the set of reachable nodes by
NR.

The calculation of the states corresponding to the RROM can be described as a
sequence of flow-optimization processes. The variables of these flow-optimization
problems are the same in each step (inlets of the sources, line flows and consumption
values), but the constraints and the objective function is different in each step. The
steps considered are as follows.

Maximizing the total restoration of consumption: In this step the following
optimization problem is considered. For each affected node j (nodes for which
the consumption has been decreased as a result of the line fault), the reduction in
consumption can be defined as C−j =CNOM

j −CDOM
j where CNOM

j is the consumption
of node j in NOM and CDOM

j is the consumption of node j in DOM (the first is given
prior, and the second is determined via the method described in subsection 2.3.1).
The available additional inlets considered in the re-routing process are defined as
ĪRR

j = Ī j − IDOM
j for each node j, where IDOM

j denotes the inlet of node j in the
DOM. The available line capacities for each line i in the re-routing process are
defined as f̄ RR

i = f̄i− f DOM
i , where f DOM

i denotes the flow of line i in the DOM.

The variable vector of the optimization corresponding to the first step of re-routing
is defined as in Eq. (1).

xRR =

 IRR

CRR

f RR

 (1)

IRR ∈Rn stands for the additional inlets realized (activated) in the re-routing pro-
cess, CRR ∈Rn denotes the vector of additional consumption values, resulting from
the re-routing. These additional consumptions aim to mitigate the consumption-
reductions resulting from the disruption. f RR ∈Rm denotes the flows corresponding
to the re-routing process.

The constraints of the problem are described in equation (2), while eq. (3) formu-
lates the objective function: The aim in this step is to restore as much consumption
as possible. We can see that the optimization of this step results in a linear program-
ming problem.

IRR
j ≤ ĪRR

j ∀ j

CRR
j ≤ C−j ∀ j

f RR
i ≤ f̄ RR

i ∀ i (2)

max
xRR ∑

j
CRR

j (3)
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Let us denote the obtained maximal value of the objective function by CRR
T 1 .

Equalizing the consumption-restoration over reachable nodes: As the set of
xRR vectors maximizing the total restoration of consumption may be unique, in the
next step we formalize the consideration, that we prefer such vectors, which equally
reduce the consumption reduction in each reachable node. This consideration is
formulated as a quadratic programming problem, in which the variable vector is the
same as before (see Eq. (1)), the constraints (2) still hold, but we add the constraint
(4) as well, and modify the objective function as described in Eq. (5) where the
indices i and j correspond to nodes in NR.

∑
j

CRR
j =CRR

T 1 (4)

min
xRR ∑

i 6= j
(CRR

i −CRR
j )2 (5)

Let us denote the CRR vector resulting from the optimization problem by CRR
1 .

Minimal usage of network lines: It is possible that the solution obtained for xRR

in the previous step is still not unique. In this case we add the constraint (6) to the
problem, and minimize the linear objective function (7) to choose the flows which
use the minimal number of edges in the network.

CRR =CRR
T 1 (6)

min
xRR

f RR ·1 (7)

The above consideration does not distinguish between the transportation costs among
edges, but if transfer costs for the edges are available, this step may be modified ac-
cordingly.

3 Discussion
As it has been described in subsection 2.1, the proposed method assumes an acyclic
flow pattern as input (corresponding to the NOM). This assumption of acyclicity
deserves some discussion. It seems straightforward to assume that because of the
transfer costs, cyclic flows are contra-productive and unnecessary in the network,
so one may think that this assumption naturally holds for real data. In contrast,
considering the realistic European pipeline network, the flows observable in any
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instance are results of complex financial transactions composed of agreements for
various terms, which are sometimes binding (e.g. it is possible that according to a
long-term agreement gas must be transferred from east to west on a pipeline, even if
on the actual gas is cheaper on western hubs). This may result in cyclic flows on the
network. On the other hand, data available about pipeline gas flows is cumulated
(e.g. for months). It is possible that daily acyclic flows result in monthly cumulated
flows, which do have cycles. If the proposed computational framework is used to
interpret real flow data, this issue may be solved by a preprocessing step of, which
removes the cyclic flows from the input.

Regarding the practical applicability of the proposed method, the most computa-
tionally demanding step is the quadratic optimization described by eq. 5. While
freely available solvers accessible e.g. by MATLAB may have a variable limit of
hundreds, which may limit the size of the considered network model, commercially
available solvers like CPLEX [22] are able to handle even millions of variables, if
the memory of the applied hardware is sufficient.

As it has been already discussed, in the case described in subsection 2.2, the reser-
voir of C compensated for 33.3 % of the consumption reduction in the case of the
failure of the first line, while in the case of the upgraded network, described in
subsection 2.2.1, the reservoir was able to compensate 16.667 % of the outage, as-
suming the same line failure. If one calculates these values for all the possible line
failures, the resulting values may serve as the basis of a significance measure of the
reservoir in question. The most simple approach is to consider the average of these
values as the supply security significance measure of the reservoir in question. Nat-
urally, this significance value may not be calculated only for existing reservoirs, but
also for potential new gas storage facility projets, in which case the proposed ap-
proach could represent a decision-support tool helping to evaluate the future effect
of potential projects on supply.

In the current work we only addressed scenarios, in which a single reservoir was
present in the network. In realistic cases, the storage capacities are distributed in
the network, and in the case of a more serious outage event (line failure), they may
be activated simultaneously to mitigate the effects on consumption reduction. As-
suming such a scenario, the aforementioned concept of supply security significance
measure has to be reconsidered under the assumption of potential co-activation of
reservoir supplies.

Furthermore we have to emphasize that the model assumes a fully centralized pro-
cess of re-routing and reserve distribution, which may be regarded only as a partially
realistic assumption. While during normal operation of the international natural gas
network, reservoir capacities, apart from the strategic reserves of individual coun-
tries, are dominantly marketed and allocated for energy trading companies, who
use them for their own business-motivated purposes. In the case of serious out-
ages however, like the 2009 Russo-Ukrainian dispute [9] these companies usually
agree to handover their reserves for strategic damage control, allowing for more
centralized decision making on the network level. Nevertheless, the filling of these
reservoirs is usually not centrally coordinated, thus a EU-level strategic reserve in-
cluding multiple reservoirs may significantly increase the preparedness for outage
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events.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we provided a computational framework, which assigns supply secu-
rity related significance measures to gas reservoirs. The method uses the concept of
nominal, disrupted, re-routed and reserve-activated operation modes (NOM, DOM,
RROM and RAOM respectively), which are calculated iteratively. The assumptions
used during the calculations try to avoid the prioritization of any consumer or line,
and they are formulated according to the principle that both the effect of failures
and restoration efforts take place without any prioritization among consumers or
network lines.

During the DOM calculations described in subsection 2.3.1, the effect of flow dis-
ruptions are iteratively back-propagated through the network, assuming proportional
decrease of nodal inflows (we require the inflow proportions to be constant in ev-
ery affected node). During the forth-propagation of flow disruptions, it is assumed
that every node prioritizes its own consumption and sends the remaining gas further,
aiming to keep the proportion of nodal outflows – this assumption is in accordance
with [15].

During the RROM and RAOM calculations, the first principle is always to restore as
much consumption as possible, and the second aim is to do this via the most equal
support of affected nodes, which are reachable from additional sources.

According to the above calculations in the case of a line failure, we can determine
how much of the consumption reduction may be restored based on the emergency
activation of the reservoir in question. Averaging these values for every possible
line failure considered results in a quntitative supply security related significance
measure for the corresponding gas reservoir.

3.1 Future work
As discussed earlier, based on the proposed calculation algorithms, it is possible to
define and calculate supply security measures for reservoirs of natural gas, in order
to characterize their importance in the restoration process.

In addition, the acyclicity assumption regarding the NOM flows is a critical element
of modelling assumptions. In the future, in addition to the iterative method de-
scribed in subsection 2.3.1, it would be desirable to develop additional approaches,
which may be used for the determination of DOM in a network, even in the case of
cyclic flows present. An optimization-based approach could possibly substitute the
iterative algorithm. The details of this alternative DOM calculation will be described
in the future.
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